
Evolve vetted the entire cybersecurity marketplace to specifically
partner with the MFA cybersecurity specialist, TierPoint, as their
product TierPoint Clean IP™ Managed Multi-Factor Authentication  
is the one of the most enhanced MFA technology solutions
available, cost efficient, simple, & can sync with any 3rd party
platform. In addition, TierPoint's team of technicians will oversee a
successful implementation, meeting cyber insurance deadlines. 

TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION

$5 per user, per month

$10 one time fee per user to implement

$7 per user, per month 

$15 one time fee per user to implement

Clean IP MMFA - Standard:
TierPoint's CleanIP Managed Multi-Factor

Authentication protects users' identities with a

quick, cloud-based deployment. Costs include:

Clean IP MMFA – Advanced:
TierPoint's CleanIP MMFA Advanced solution

provides detailed visibility into the security

hygiene of every device and allows for quick

phishing vulnerability assessments.

Added Bonus: 15% Evolve Discount 

TIERPOINT
HIGHLIGHTS

Stop Business Email Compromise

Defend Against Outdated Browsers

Minimize Risk of Password Reuse

Train Employees on Best Practices

Enable Enterprise Mobility

MFA BENEFITS:

www.evolvemga.com

TierPoint will work with your clients to
meet insurance deadlines, like effective

dates & risk management timetable
conditions.

To save your client time, money, & meet the MFA requirement deadline, Evolve partnered with
the MFA cybersecurity implementation specialist, TierPoint, to give policyholders access to
one of the most enhanced MFA products in the marketplace, an automatic 15% discount, &

professional oversight to complete the implementation within 30 days.    

"MFA can block over 99.9% of account compromise attacks." - Microsoft

MFA is an essential layer of security that provides organizations with
greater protection against cyber attacks and enhances their
identity and access management policy. It works by requiring users
to provide multiple verification factors, rather than just a username
and password alone, making it much harder for malicious actors to
gain unauthorized access.

MEET INSURANCE
DEADLINES


